Coveside offers bird, bat houses

Coveside manufactures a nesting box for every species of cavity nesting bird in North America. All Coveside products are made from eastern white pine, are manufactured by Maine craftsmen and are designed for the species. Each product has the proper ventilation, drainage and dimensions for its inhabitant. All come with an educational brochure which describes the species and explains how to mount and care for the item. Coveside also offers a "bat condominium." Bats are particularly suited to golf courses because each individual bat consumes up to 7,000 insects per night. For more information, call Coveside at 1-800-326-2807.

Terra introduces Bison herbicide

Terra Industries, Inc. has introduced Riverside Bison, a selective postemergence herbicide for control of broadleaf weeds that infest small grains, conservation reserve program areas, and grass grown for seed. It is available in 2 1/2-gallon and bulk packages. Riverside Bison is a product of Terra Industries. Terra also produces nitrogen products and methanol for industrial customers. For more information, contact your Terra distributor, or call Terra at 712-277-1340.

Retooled accessories

Golf Course Solutions, Inc. (GCS) focuses on refurbishing teeing area accessories—so often neglected but so visually important. These teeing area accessories include ball washers (aGCS specialty), benches, baskets, bag holders, metal stakes, signs and tee markers. When refurbished "in-house" using traditional bucket or spray-can paints, the finish is inferior and lacks durability. The GCS process solves this problem. Accessories are bead blasted to bare metal and refinished utilizing a special electronic paint coating process which results in a finish more durable and attractive than new. Anyone with accessory maintenance issues or considering replacing, repainting or changing color schemes, give Scott or Bill a call at 714-127-5100.

Kawasaki 4-cycle

Kawasaki Motors Corp., U.S.A., has introduced a 4-cycle, air-cooled, 16.5-horsepower, V-Twin engine, specifically designed for turf-care and light-construction products. The new engine features a vertical-power output shaft and twin-cylinder, overhead valve design. It also has an electronic ignition system and automatic compression release. Its dual air cleaner and rotating screen—that clears/mulches grass clippings—help extend engine life. Its contoured crankcase and large muffler dampen noise. For more information, telephone Kawasaki 616-949-6500.
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